Experience has shown that, when it comes to white inks, there is no “magic in a bucket.” The right white must be chosen for a specific job and that’s exactly why Wilflex™ offers you such a wide variety of white inks. Wilflex White Inks are creamy, fast-flashing and result in excellent opacity. You will find that only Wilflex offers so many options, ensuring that you’ll always find the right ink for a particular application.

### Cotton/Poly Blend
50/50, other cotton blends

**Quick White - 11835HT**
- Easy printing, fast flash, low after-tack
- Superb fiber mat down
- Super smooth and high opacity
- Optically bright
- Soft hand

**White Buffalo - 11815HT**
- Easy printing on variety of meshes
- Good flash properties, low after-tack
- Good fiber mat down
- Super smooth and high opacity
- Soft hand

**Bright Tiger - 11480HT**
- Easy printing on variety of meshes
- Good flash properties
- Matte finish
- Good opacity

**XTreme White - 11999XW**
- Designed for fine mesh printing
- Excellent underbase properties
- Fast flash

### Cotton
For 100% cotton fabrics

**Sprint White - 11335WHT**
- Easy printing, fast flash, low after-tack
- Superb fiber mat down
- Super smooth and high opacity
- Optically bright
- Soft hand

**Artist Plus - 11122WHT**
- Fast flash, low after-tack
- Excellent fiber mat down
- Matte finish
- Soft hand
- Smooth finish

### Polyester
For 100% polyester fabrics

**Poly White - 11117WHT**
- Superior bleed resistance
- No odor, non-peroxide
- Great opacity
- Easy printing

**MVP LB White - 11195MVP**
- Peroxide-based chemistry
- Excellent fiber mat down
- Good bleed resistance
- Compatible with 100% cotton fabrics

### Nylon
For 100% nylon fabrics

**Pennant - 11000OPEN**
- Easy manual and auto printing
- Micromesh, porthole, dazzle cloth
- Super adhesion and durability
- Gloss finish

**One Step Nylon - 11000OSN**
- Superior adhesion qualities
- Untreated nylon fabrics
- Coarse and fine denier fabrics
- Hugger Catalyst for extra adhesion

### Specialty
Special applications

**SSVFF - 11000SSVFF**
- Fast fusing/lower cure temp
- Heat sensitive and high stretch fabrics

**NuPuff - 11000NPF**
- Durable puff white ink
- Best results in lower mesh counts

**NuPuff - 11010NPF**
- Durable puff white ink
- Low bleed properties

**Brittle White - 11000BB**
- Cracking surface with applied pressure
- Create worn or distressed look
- Very durable, hard finish